This paper describes a new visual approach to creating and manipulating symbolic descriptions of VLSI microarchitectures at the register-transfer (RT) level. The MIES visual RT description provides a number of views of a microarchitecture's datapath and controller that visually emphasize different aspects of a design. The key view ties together a symbolic description of the RT operations invoked by a controller with the flow and manipulation of data in the datapath. A prototype implementation demonstrates a number of interesting capabilities, which are illustrated using several examples.
Introduction
The microarchitecture of a VLSI system is a description of the system's high-level organization and control. It typically consists of two parts: a datapath which contains abstract components that store and modify data, and a controller that specifies a sequence of operations in the datapath. As shown in Fig. 1 , the datapath is usually specified as a block diagram, while the controller is specified as an abstract finite state machine in which operations on the datapath are described symbolically. Such a microarchitecture specification is often called a register-transfer (RT) description since it specifies the flow of values between registers and other components. Microarchitecture descriptions provide a high-level description of chip operation that suppresses lower-level implementation details. This is useful both when specifying a design before implementation and also as a method of understanding the general operation of the microarchitecture. Since they are used as a specification for logic and physical design of VLSI chips, it is very important that microarchitecture descriptions are correct and well-understood before these tasks are completed and chips are fabricated.
Microarchitectures of small chips are easily described and manipulated on paper using a block diagram to describe the datapath and a state diagram to describe the controller. However, with million-transistor chips now commonplace, the description of large microarchitectures using this method is difficult and error-prone. For this reason, most designers model and simulate chip microarchitectures using a procedural hardware description language (HDL) (e.g. [1] ) or a subset of a modern programming language [2] . However, such procedural descriptions lack a natural way to describe controller operation and result in large and unwieldy textual descriptions. An alternative method known as the hardware flowchart method [3] provides a more appropriate description of controllers using a specialized form of state diagram. This provides a better match with microarchitecture design, but the textual nature of the register-transfer description makes it difficult to understand the operation of large designs. This paper describes a visual approach to microarchitecture description called MIES 1 that builds on the hardware flowchart method and focuses on the interaction between the datapath and the controller. It provides a method for visual RT description that allows the actions of a state to easily be understood and edited using a direct-manipulation [4] user interface. Capabilities drawn from visual programming environments [5] and hypertext [6] allow the designer to examine different aspects of the datapath and controller descriptions using different views and provide the capability to navigate through sequences of states and explore their effects. While many visual simulation tools have been developed [7, 8, 9] most are targeted either for logic-level systems or for microcode development using a fixed microarchitecture. A few tools support the microarchitecture level [10, 11] directly but do not provide the visual interface and navigation capabilities that are implemented in MIES. As an added advantage, the symbolic description of control provided by MIES allows decisions about encoding and formatting of control signals to be postponed and used by modern encoding tools (e.g. [12] ) to reduce the cost of the controller implementation.
The MIES Visual RT Description
MIES is a visual RT description that emphasizes the interaction between the datapath and controller in a microarchitecture. MIES was developed with a two main objectives: First, to provide a visual, intuitive environment for interactive editing, error checking, analysis, and simulation of RT descriptions and second, to provide a consistent and complete user interface with multiple views that each display different aspects of RT descriptions. MIES accomplishes these objectives by providing a consistent representation of the datapath and controller that can be manipulated by the designer using a number of different views that emphasize different aspects of the design.
MIES uses the hardware flowchart notation [3] as its underlying representation. This method combines a block diagram of a proposed datapath and a description of control states and state sequencing in the form of a flowchart diagram, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Each state is described using a state box that contains a collection of fields that describe the actions it performs, generally in the form shown in Fig. 1(b) . The state name identifies the state. The tasks field lists the datapath operations performed by the state using an RT notation shown in Fig. 1(c) . This notation defines simple transfer tasks, which transfer data between components over a dedicated connection, bus transfer tasks, which transfer data over a bus, and data manipulation tasks such as arithmetic and logic operations. Since an ALU is a central resource in many designs, a separate ALU Task field is often used to specify ALU activity. State sequencing is specified by next state and previous state fields that contain either a state name or the name of a branch that specifies a conditional next state as a list of conditions and next states. Branches are treated as separate objects that may be implemented either as part of normal state sequencing or using external logic such as an instruction decoder. The control notation provided by hardware flowcharts is sufficiently general to support many different styles of controller implementation, including finite-state machine and microprogrammed controllers. When combined with the symbolic nature of the control description, this flexibility allows datapath and controller design to proceed in a top-down manner.
MIES represents microarchitectures using a model of datapath components combined with a model of control consisting of a set of linked state and branch objects. This representation is used by several different views that present graphical diagrams that describe different aspects of a microarchitecture. View diagrams are constructed using bitmapped artwork combined with common direct-manipulation user interface objects: buttons that display an icon and respond to mouse clicks, fields that display data and status information, and pull-down and pop-up menus that allow the user to select and invoke commands.
The most important MIES view provides a visual diagram that relates the tasks of a single flowchart state to the flow and manipulation of data in the datapath. This view, called the datapath editor, displays a single control state box and a datapath block diagram and highlights the datapath operations invoked by the displayed state, as shown in Fig. 2 . For each different state that is displayed, the state box describes the tasks performed in the datapath textually while the highlighting represents the tasks visually. This allows the designer to quickly grasp the effects of each state and also provides an intuitive interface for editing the operations invoked by a state.
The convention for highlighting activities is shown in Fig. 3 . Each task (operator) that can be invoked in the controller is represented by an operator button on that is overlaid on a related component in the datapath block diagram. Buttons representing simple data transfer tasks appear as arrow icons (Fig. 3(a) ) and are highlighted when the associated operation appears in the state box. Similarly, buttons representing bus transfers appear as arrow icons, but both the buttons and the associated bus are highlighted when a transfer appears in the state box ( Fig.  3(b) ). Buttons representing data manipulation tasks can appear in two forms: as a button that represents a single task, marked with the task mnemonic (Fig. 3(c) ), or as a button that represents several related tasks (Fig. 3(d) ) such as the various operations performed by an ALU. Single-task operator buttons are highlighted when the corresponding task appears in the state box, while multiple-task buttons are highlighted and display the selected task.
Operator buttons provide a direct-manipulation interface for editing which tasks are invoked in a state. Clicking the mouse on an inactive (unhighlighted) single-task button will add that task to the state if legal according to consistency, resource conflict, and loading rules defined in the datapath model. Clicking the mouse on an inactive multiple-task button will present the user with a popup menu showing a choice of tasks; the selected task is then added to the state if legal. Attempting to add illegal tasks results in the display of an error message. Tasks are removed from a state in a similar fashion: clicking the mouse on an active (highlighted) operator button causes the associated task to be removed from the state. Alternatively, tasks may be edited by directly altering the text in the state box. In either case, the highlighted objects and the contents of the state box are updated to consistently display the newly modified state.
MIES provides for visual simulation by using fields that display the values of data that are stored or transferred by datapath components. Simulation models are constructed by attaching procedural code to operator buttons and component objects. Simulation proceeds by reading the tasks in each state and invoking the code in the objects associated with the tasks. In an object-oriented implementation, inheritance can be used to provide default simulation code, so that the creator of a simulation model need only add procedural code for special cases. A similar approach is used for error checking code.
The datapath editor displays one state and its effect on the datapath. States can be selected for display in a number of different ways. First, previous and next fields in the state box display the states or branches that precede and follow the currently displayed state in execution order. The datapath editor treats these fields as links similar to those provided in hypertext that allow the user to "navigate" between different states. Clicking link buttons (shown in Fig. 2 ) adjacent to the previous and next fields will cause the previous or next state to be displayed. When branches are present, a popup menu is used in conjunction with the link buttons so that the designer can select one of the possible previous or next states. States can also be selected for display by name using menu commands from a pull-down menu. Additional menu commands provide for the creation, deletion, and linking of states and state sequences.
The visual interface provided by the datapath editor provides a large amount of detail about the interaction between the datapath and a single control state. This is appropriate when the designer is examining the details of the tasks performed in the datapath by each state. However, it is also useful for the designer to understand how groups of states are related to each other by state sequencing. For this reason, MIES provides additional views that concentrate on the sequencing relationships between states while suppressing the details of datapath activities in each state.
Specifically, a sequence editor view displays a sequence of states in execution order as a sequence of state boxes (scrolling buttons provide for examining long sequences). A state directory view provides a simple list of sequences and states and allows the user to select one of these for display in another view. A state browser represents the state as a flowchart graph showing sequencing relationships. In each of these views, one state is always selected as the "current" state which corresponds to the single state displayed in the datapath editor view. This allows the designer to use a uniform set of menu commands for state manipulation in all views and preserves the context of design activities when switching between views.
Prototype Implementation
A prototype implementation [14] has been developed that illustrates the concepts of the MIES visual RT description. The implementation provides a consistent user-interface between views using pull-down menus and a status bar that appears immediately below the menu bar in all views. The pull-down menus provide commands to create and delete states, navigate between states, select which view will be displayed, and control simulation. The status bar displays summary information about the selected state.
The MIES visual description lends itself naturally to visual simulation. Simulation data is displayed in fields that are updated as simulation proceeds. The highlighting provided by the datapath editor gives the designer a clear picture of how data flows through the design during simulation and can be printed to give a "visual simulation trace", as shown in Fig. 6 . An additional measurement and analysis package has also been developed that gathers component utilization information using techniques similar to those in [15] . The resulting statistics can then be used to evaluate the design.
The prototype implementation was developed using HyperCard [16] on the Apple Macintosh. HyperCard provides a limited object-oriented environment and several of the capabilities of hypertext systems. This allowed the prototype to be quickly implemented but has drawbacks due to limitations in execution speed and limited object representation. To overcome these problems, a new version is currently being implemented in an object-oriented programming language.
Examples and Applications
The MIES prototype implementation has been used to create a number of microarchitecture descriptions. Fig. 2 shows a model of the MIN processor, a simple example described in [3] that implements 9 basic instructions and 3 addressing modes. The datapath consists of an ALU, register file, program counter and temporary registers that are connected by two internal buses to external address and data buses. The control description specifies 22 states organized as 12 state sequences, where each sequence implements an instruction or addressing mode. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding sequence editor view of the MIN model that displays the sequence of states that implements a "BZ" (branch if zero) instruction, while Fig. 6 shows a visual simulation trace of this sequence executing with the branch not taken. Fig. 4 shows the datapath editor view of the DLX processor [17] . This is a load/store RISC architecture with 28 instructions that uses a different implementation style. In this implementation registers and a register file feed an ALU using two buses S1 and S2, with the ALU result fed back using a separate bus DEST. The control description specifies 51 states.
Both the MIN and DLX processors are small, academic examples. In contrast, Fig. 5 shows the datapath editor view of a much larger example, the Micro/370 microprocessor [3] , which implements 102 IBM System/370 instructions using an implementation style similar to commercial microprocessors (e.g. [18] ). The datapath implementation includes separate address and data arithmetic units, a shifter, a register file, temporary registers, and several special-purpose components. These components are connected using two internal data buses that can each be split into two separate segments using pass-transistor bus switches [18] ; MIES represents these switches naturally as buttons that "connect" or "disconnect" bus segments. The control model consists of a total of 1,024 states and demonstrates that highly complex microarchitectures can be modeled effectively using the MIES approach.
MIES has obvious advantages for designers when entering, editing, or simulating a design. It is also useful as an analysis tool to measure component utilization, and as a documentation tool which allows designers to browse through states to gain an understanding of the operation of a design. MIES is also intended to be a specification tool for synthesis using module generators and logic synthesis tools; an interface to these tools is currently under development that will take advantage of the symbolic nature of the controller description.
Conclusion
This paper has described a new approach to RT description that is based on visual techniques. The key contribution of this work is a new way to visualize a register-transfer description that relates a structural datapath model to a control description in both visual and textual forms. A multiple-view user interface provides an intuitive way to visualize, manipulate, and evaluate RT descriptions. A prototype implementation demonstrates the effectiveness of these techniques on a number of examples. Future work will include an extended implementation which will support multiple controllers, pipelined designs, complex timing rules, and automatic synthesis of chip designs from visual RT descriptions. 
